
 

Babysitting:  

Learn how to become a “Super Safe Sitter,” the 

fundamentals of setting up a babysitting service, and 

how to properly care for and supervise children and 

infants . Complete this two session, six hour course 

and receive American Health and Safety Institute 

certification. Fee includes all course materials and 

certification fee. 

Basketball : 

This Saturday basketball class is perfect for aspiring 
players that want to learn the fundamentals of the 
sport.  Each session combines skill based instruction 
with fun organized games.  Participants will benefit 
by improving their individual skills such as passing, 
dribbling, shooting, rebounding, and defense while 

learning how to work as a team player.  

Black Rocket: Mindcraft Modders: 

Use your favorite game to learn the basics of 

modding and foundations of programming. Learn 

scripting and logic statements as you create your 

first mods! Introductory coding will also be taught 

through a simulated environment inspired by 

Minecraft.  

Black Rocket: ROBLOX Makers:  

Unlock the power of ROBLOX® Studio, the 

world creation tool used by real-world 

ROBLOX® developers! Learn how to build 3D 

models and create an adventure in your 

ROBLOX® world. Bring characters to life with 

unique animations you design.   

Bollywood Dance:   

Inspired by the high energy music from Indian films, 
our Bollywood Dance class combines 
traditional Indian folk and classical dance movement 
with fun activities to engage in. Children will learn 
technique and choreography that incorporate 
rhythmic, full body movement of the Indian culture 

Cardio Club:  

This high-energy and fun class combines 

cardiovascular/resistance training and functional 

training in a one of a kind environment. This class  is 

designed inspire teamwork and perseverance 

through physical and mental challenges. The 

atmosphere created by the class is fun and 

motivational which fosters a "can do" attitude in 

every participant. 

Chess: 

Let your child be part of a successful Chess 
Academy. Chess Wizards is offering specifically 
designed classes that cater to all levels of chess 
ability. Each child is challenged by fun games and 
lessons from real Wizard teachers. Our academy is 
so successful because our approach is very unique. 
Classes and lessons are based around our original, 
fun, and high-energy Chess Wizards curriculum. 
Regardless of a child’s ability Chess Wizards makes 

chess fun all! 

 

CPR/AED:  

Be prepared for emergencies. Designed for the lay 

rescuer, this one session, three hour course teaches 

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation. Receive a two year 

American Health and Safety Institute certification 

upon completion. 

Dance- Creative Movement/ Ballet: 

A first course in dance for children. Introduction to 

Ballet will be taught as well as Creative Movement, 

using props such as bean bags, ribbons and rhythm 

sticks. This class also concentrates on daily motor 

skills that your child will need in their young life.     

Dance- Jazz: 

Traditional jazz technique, to pop and dance music 

of today. This class will teach the latest styles of jazz 

dance while working on leaps, jumps, turns, and 

extensions 

Dance– Ballet: 

Classical ballet classes will concentrate on correct 

body placement. Conditioning will be stressed as 

well as the fundamental ballet positions and 

terminology in an atmosphere that develops 

enjoyment in movement. 

Kids Cooking Creations  

Kids Cooking Creations  encourages children to 

discover the joys of creating fun projects in the 

kitchen while implementing educational skills such as 

mathematics and science.  group activities will 

encourage team building by interacting with other 

children while promoting personal creativity in the 

kitchen 

KidzArt Studio: 

In a KidzArt Studio class, you’ll make a 

masterpiece every week as you bring your 

artistic skills to the next level with all new 

lessons! Through guided projects, we will show 

you how to use color, shading and texture to 

achieve amazing results in your drawings and 

paintings. 

Mad Science/CrazyChem: 

Ooze into action, manipulate matter and witness 

some radical reactions in this exciting Chemistry-

themed after school program from Mad Science! 

Slide down the colorful pH scale and dip into the 

science of acids and bases. Learn to recognize 

chemical changes and mix ingredients together for 

some sensational results. Make your own ooey, 

gooey Mad Science slime to take home! Explore the 

exciting world of basic chemistry!  

Mad Science/ Brixology  

Using LEGO® bricks, build a different engineering-

themed project in each class. Use critical thinking, 

cooperation, and creative problem-solving to test and 

improve creations. Experience extended learning 

with a take home toy to reinforce each concept. 

Piano: 

Children will have fun playing simple songs while 

learning how to read and understand music. 

Students will be given music sheets during the 

weeks of study to develop their own music portfolio 

from the instructor. 

STEM: 

Build confidence in every child through a “Yes, I can 

do it!” hands-on and interactive approach to learning. 

Using the four pillars of learning (Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) along 

with arts all students will build and nurture their 

creative minds through team work and project-based 

learning.  

Tennis:  

Participants will learn tennis basics, refine strokes, 

and gain self-confidence through competitive play 

Zumba : 

Zumba Kids, Jr classes are rockin', high-energy 

dance parties packed with kid-friendly routines. 

We learn how to dance hip hop, mambo, 

Reggaeton, and Salsa.  We break down steps, 

add games, activities and cultural exploration 

elements into the class structure. Zumba helps 

to develop a healthy lifestyle and incorporate 

fitness as a natural part of children’s lives. 
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